From my first forays into assessment work, I heard colleagues assert that assessing student learning is the responsibility of faculty with the goal of improving student outcomes. I agree wholeheartedly with the statement, but then encountered examples of assessment processes that seemed to be driven more by the need to satisfy accreditors, state agencies, or other external bodies, all of which seemed ill-suited to foster faculty interest and involvement in assessment. While I believe that Institutional Research or Assessment offices are colleagues that partner with faculty to assist, the actual work of assessment belongs to faculty and processes of assessment within institutions should be constructed in a way to ensure faculty ownership and use of assessment results.

At Johnson County Community College we have found that using the cycle of assessment provides a theoretical and practical framework to engage faculty in authentic assessment activities.

The cycle of assessment begins with a “Question.” It is the faculty’s role to identify the relevant question to assess learning in their classes, courses or programs. Basic guidelines for writing a good assessment question are to make the question:

Meaningful — the question is one about which faculty want to know the answer.
Relatable — the question is tied to course objectives, program goals and campus-wide student learning outcomes.
Measurable — the question can be answered! Usually that means specifying the question to an observable student performance.
  • Too broad: What attitudes do students need to possess to pass the problem-solving essay portion on the mid-term exam?
  • Narrower: What key concepts are students not understanding in the curriculum as reflected in the problem-solving essay portion of the mid-term?
Manageable — the process of collecting data is manageable. Complex assessment systems with multiple variables make for interesting research projects, but can be burdensome to faculty.
Actionable — the answers to the question provide faculty with information to make changes.

Planning Makes Perfect

After the question has been developed, faculty “Plan” for the collection of the assessment data. Some universal decisions must be made:
• Which program goal, college-wide learning outcome, and/or course objectives are going to be assessed? Often creating a curriculum map is a good starting point to determine what initial assessment initiatives should be addressed.
• What tools are best to conduct the assessment, such as portfolios, rubrics, embedded test question(s), pre/post tests, etc.?
• What are faculty expectations of student performance? This is an important conversation to engage in prior to collecting the data, as expectations can often “sink” to the level of the data collected. Expectations also provide a roadmap to determine when students have “arrived” at an expected level of performance.

I have data, so what?

“Collecting and Scoring” the data are best considered prior to collecting a single data point. On campus we frequently help faculty create Excel templates to facilitate recording the data. Once the data have been collected, deciding what the data are saying can be challenging. It is important that faculty grapple with this task rather than an office like Institutional Research. Faculty must understand the data to make meaning of the results. Faculty have shared that sessions offered by the assessment office on making sense of data have been helpful in grappling with their assessment data. The workshops include using real data from courses/departments for faculty to discuss and analyze.

Do something!

The final steps in the assessment cycle, “Report and Act,” involve making curricular or instructional changes informed by the assessment results. In a very broad sense there are four possible outcomes of assessment data.

First, faculty may find the assessment instrument was ill-suited to measure the intended learning outcome. When this happens, faculty members need to either modify the instrument or change to a different instrument.

Another common result of analysis is that the findings indicate an area of challenge for students in the course or overall program. Determining what changes faculty should make to the curriculum or program to improve student learning is an obvious but challenging next step. Assessment data can provide an opportunity for robust discussion by the faculty.

Sometimes it is time to move on from an assessment simply because results indicate that students are successfully hitting the benchmark criteria. Continuing to assess a learning outcome in which students show proficiency may not be the best use of time and energy for departments.

Faculty may question when it is time to move on and chose a different outcome to assess. Some questions to explore:
• Was there improvement?
• Did students meet the benchmark performance? Setting these benchmarks early in the process are important as the unfortunate tendency of setting them later results in expectations “sinking” to the level of performance.
• Are faculty satisfied with student performance?
• Do faculty see a greater need/question that needs to be asked? Often what emerges
from an assessment that has reached its benchmark is another question.

Finally, assessment can lead to changes, not in student learning, but in faculty training. When discussing assessment of student learning, the assumption is that all data should point to actions that faculty can take to improve student outcomes. Sometimes the assessment process leads not to the students, but to the faculty. In one instance, a general education assessment project indicated that the faculty were uncomfortable assessing student performance on visual communications in their discipline because they themselves lacked a basic understanding of good visual communications. Sometimes, assessment projects may indicate that the faculty need more training on a new textbook, learning management system, or program concept etc.

**Write about it**

It is important to report results that are meaningful to multiple stakeholders, internal and external. Good reports provide a history of assessment activities, help crystallize what was learned, and provide a road map for next steps.

An assessment report should answer the following questions:

- What was the question that needed to be answered to improve student learning?
- What assessment was completed to answer the question?
- What do the assessment results suggest in terms of actions faculty and others must take?
- What are the next steps?

**Conclusion**

A significant challenge facing institutions concerns assessment practices that have dual purpose of engaging faculty in meaningful assessment practices, while addressing ever increasing accountability requirements. How institutions address accountability calls while still engaging in assessment practices that yield robust and authentic assessment efforts will help create a true culture of assessment.

In using the Cycle of Assessment as a means of framing assessment at Johnson County Community College, we have found its most important result is a highly engaged faculty invested in a process that is focused on student learning and contributes to developing assessment practices in ways that benefitted students and the institution.
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